LOCATION, LOCATION

A bit of
French polish

T

here can be little doubt that
servicing different languages in
the contact centre world is a
challenge at the best of times.
Some linguistic groups are well served
by different offshore delivery points,
thanks to the breadth of choice and the
excellence that is bred by competition.
However, historically, the market has
truly centred around a couple of options
for supporting consumers in French from
offshore. Only now is this dynamic shifting
to provide more choice for contact centre executives eager to diversify their risk
profile. And, while this emerging trend
is nascent, the impact that it will have on
frontline French delivery is pronounced in
its long-term implications.
When considering some of the most
practical examples over the past two
decades of linguistic offshoring strategies,
two that immediately come to mind are
English and Spanish. In the case of the
former, companies in countries that form
the demand element of the anglosphere,
such as the US, Canada, UK and Australia
have found excellent options in Asia-Pacific, South Africa, Egypt and parts of the
Caribbean. When analysing how this has
played out for Spanish-speaking demand
locations such as Spain and Chile, alternatives range from Mexico, through Central
America, Peru and Colombia. However,
in the case of French demand markets in
Europe and Canada, the array of options
has been somewhat less pronounced.
For the most part, francophone consumers in Quebec, France, Belgium and
Switzerland have been handled using
either domestic capacity, or from northern Africa. Onshore French delivery has a
reputation for being extremely expensive,
due to what could be considered restrictive labour laws in these demand mar-
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kets, coupled with very high social security obligations. Over the years, these have
been drivers for many firms to examine
the possibility of moving French-speaking
work to different offshore delivery points.
To date this has been a success, but one
that has been limited in volumes.

Commercial empathy

The two main beneficiaries of French
language offshore delivery deployments
have been Morocco and Tunisia. Situated
in north Africa, historic ties with France
have done much to instil both language
and cultural affinities with Europe’s francophones. Equally, ongoing trade relationships with French-speaking countries in
Europe have been important in rendering
a workforce in both Morocco and Tunisia
that is commercially empathetic with the
products and services that they may be
supporting for European consumers. To
some extent, this has spilled over into the
ability to service Canadian consumers that
choose to be supported in French and in
sum total this has been crucial in making
these north African locations the hallmark
of francophone offshoring.
However, this centralization of French
support has come at somewhat of a cost.
Over the years, both Morocco and Tunisia have become more expensive, due to
intense competition among outsourcers
and enterprise contact centres for skilled
labour. It has been also driven by the
ongoing development of the economies in both countries, which has made
inter-vertical labour demand a major issue
for contact centres, not to mention the
appreciation of commercial property. This
has caused many customer experience
executives to consider different alternatives to these traditional delivery points.
Among the most notable locations that
have emerged in the past few years, Senegal would need to feature high on such
a list. Situated on the west coast of Africa,
this country of just under 20m people
has been one of the more dynamic
in developing a customer experience
value proposition. With French being an
official language and spoken throughout
the country, Senegal has managed to
attract several front-office BPO firms

“Over the years,
both Morocco and
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more expensive.”

to its shores, including ibex, Intelcia and
Acticall Sitel. There are several compelling
reasons for this. One that is especially
important is labour market flexibility. As
indicated, a number of global contact centre service providers are already in place,
but the room to grow in the capitol city
of Dakar and elsewhere is significant.
Senegal is moving towards a more
service and skills-based economy, and the
willingness among young people to join
a customer service-focused role in which
they can interact with consumers across
western demand markets should not be
underestimated. Anecdotal evidence suggests that, to date, there are much fewer
issues around agent churn than in other
offshore markets, which certainly plays
well in both cost management and quality.

Equal footing

Equally, from an accessibility standpoint,
Senegal is on equal footing with north
Africa. The country’s new international
airport in Dakar receives flights from

north America and Europe on a daily
basis. Travel times to Dakar are roughly
the same from the east coast of the US
and western Europe as would be Tunis
and Casablanca. For contact centre executives, Senegal is no more a challenge to
access than locations that they are likely
already travelling to on a regular basis.
Stability also plays well in the context
of BPO in Senegal. The country has a
history of regular elections, and has not
had many of the political instability issues
that its neighbours have had to deal with
over the years. Its economy is also performing well, with growth being forecast
at sustainable levels for the foreseeable
future. That so many NGOs have sited
their regional headquarters in Senegal is
also testament to its admirable levels of
public security.
This is not to say that providers aiming
to make Senegal part of a broader
offshore strategy should not take into
consideration potential challenges. Should
more outsourcers decide to house oper-

ations there, its current labour flexibility
will see some erosion, which could affect
the country’s competitiveness over the
long term. And as Senegal continues to
diversify economically, other sectors such
as financial services, healthcare and telecommunications will also be anxious to
recruit skilled, multilingual graduates, with
the potential to put pressure on wages.
That said, the French-speaking demand
markets of Europe and Canada are ripe
for diversification of offshore delivery
options. And with the best will in the
world, potential new sites in the rest of
central Africa remain unproven and are
seen by many as too much of a risk. In
the context of the American nearshore,
while Haiti has significant human talent to
draw from, its political instability takes it
out of mainstream contention. If Senegal’s
outsourcing stakeholders manage to
maintain a focus on sustainable growth
that satisfies evolving demand market
requirements, it may be the next big thing
in French language offshore delivery.
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